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ABSTRACT

Background: Owing to the abundance, wide distribution, long life cycles and higher positions in the trophic levels, seabirds are considered sentinels of hazards and negative anthropogenic impacts to marine ecosystems. Gout is a common disease affecting birds, but also occurs in other taxa, including mammals and reptiles. The aim of this study was to elucidate the occurrence and pathological findings of gout cases in different species of seabirds, including biological and ecological factors that may contribute to disease.

Cases: The urate crystals were observed in ten seabirds stranded, classified in eight species: four oceanic species - two Puffinus puffinus, one Macronectis giganteus, one Thalassarche melanophris, one Calonectris sp. and four coastal species - one Fregata magnificens, two Sula leucogaster, one Phalacrocorax brasilianus and one Rynchops niger. A total of seven animals were stranded alive and three were found dead; four animals were male and six were female; six were juveniles and four were mature. The nutritional condition was cachectic in four animals, poor in five and fair in one. The main clinical sign in alive animals was dehydration (7/7; 100%). The treatment consisted of standard support including fluid therapy and temperature stabilization; in addition, vitamins, amino acids, minerals and antibiotics (sulfonamide or enrofloxacin) were given, but the animals died between 1 and 13 days after rehabilitation entrance. Gout was associated with cachectic condition and autumn stranding (in comparison with summer stranding). The main macroscopic findings were observed in the kidneys, which were whitish and enlarged and all had microscopic evidence of multifocal, mild to marked renal crystal urate deposition. In two cases, urates deposition were observed in multiple organs, including liver, spleen, lung, epicardium and kidney, indicating severe visceral gout. The gout was considered the ultimate cause of death in three cases, and in the remaining cases, the main lesion associated with death was trauma (n = 2), infectious enteritis (n = 2), systemic infection (n = 1), myocardial necrosis (n = 1) and cachexia syndrome. The contributing factors for urate deposition were metabolic imbalances, chronic dehydration and overdoses of protein supplements.

Discussion: The ten cases described above constitute a rare report of visceral gout in free-living and in rehabilitation seabirds and contributes towards understanding the prevalence and pathogeny of gout in stranded oceanic and coastal animals off southern Brazil. Similar prevalence of gout was observed among free-ranging birds of other reports, but it was considered lower when compared to 21.5% and 23.3% affecting captive/broilers. The difference observed may be influenced by the population analysed, but also by the gout pathogeny and environmental conditions. Among the possible causes of gout, dehydration was observed in all gout-affected animals stranded alive, a change usually observed in debilitated/stranded animals that probably has contributed to the disease. Additionally, the poor/cachectic condition noticed in the majority of seabirds indicates a nutritional disorder, also a cause promoting visceral gout. In the present study, accumulation of urate crystals was predominantly limited to the kidneys and associated with inflammatory infiltrate, suggesting a chronic process. The results of this study support the hypothesis that visceral gout is a complex consequence of multiple factors affecting both free-living and rehabilitated seabirds. Therefore, further investigation of the other possible causes, frequency and consequences for coastal and oceanic species is indispensable.
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INTRODUCTION

The seabirds that occur along the Paraná coast, southern Brazil, comprise about a third of all registered marine avian species off the entire Brazilian coast [27,41]. This high diversity area is considered part of a World Heritage Site by UNESCO and is used by migrating and resident seabirds for breeding, feeding and resting [14,40].

Owing to the wide distribution, long life cycles and higher positions in the trophic levels, seabirds are considered sentinels of hazards and negative anthropogenic impacts to marine ecosystems [5]. Therefore, health assessments of seabirds can help to determine the levels of environmental contamination and degradation, as to apprise about diseases and the presence of pathogenic and/or zoonotic agents [5].

The serum concentration of uric acid may vary according to age, sex, species, feeding, reproductive status, trauma and stress [4,13] but a disbalance of production and excretion may lead to gout, a metabolic disorder that results in hyperuricemia and urates deposition in several tissues [22,38]. Gout is a common disease affecting birds in general, but also occurs in other taxa, including mammals and reptiles [9,25].

Visceral gout is one of the main illnesses affecting poultry production and presents high mortality [3,38], but information describing gout and its potential causes and effects in free-ranging and in rehabilitation seabirds are scarce [1,20].

The aim of this study was to elucidate the occurrence and pathological findings of gout cases in different species of seabirds, including biological and ecological factors that may contribute to the disease occurrence.

CASES

Between August 2015 and August 2018, a daily monitoring of ocean beaches (~100km) and islands in Paranaguá Estuarine Complex (25°44’S and 48°29’W) for stranded seabirds was performed, as part of an ongoing beach-monitoring program (PMP-BS). The PMP-BS is one of the monitoring programs required by Brazil’s federal environmental agency, IBAMA, for the environmental licensing process of the oil production and transport by Petrobras at the Santos Basin pre-salt province (ABIO-Renovação-Nº640/2015). Clinical parameters of animals stranded alive were evaluated. All dead specimens were autopsied and examined for individual information, including sex (female and male - gross and histological evaluation), stage of development (mature and immature - macroscopic and histological evaluation), nutritional status (according to pectoralis muscle volume [28]).

Pathological findings were evaluated and samples of main organs were collected (lung, air sacs, heart, spleen, liver, pancreas, esophagus, stomach, intestines, thymus, thyroid, parathyroid, kidney, adrenal gland, skin, skeletal muscle and central nervous system), fixed in 10% buffered formalin solution, routinely processed, embedded in paraffin, and stained with hematoxylin and eosin. The histopathological analysis was performed and the presence of urate crystals was investigated in multiple tissues. Furthermore, contingency tables analyses using Fisher’s exact test (two-tailed) were used to test the hypothesis that gout frequency was associated with sex, stage of development, nutritional status, stranding season and year. The SPSS Statistics 25 software were used for statistical analysis. The alpha level was set at 0.05.

The urate crystals were observed in ten of 315 seabirds (3.2%) stranded and autopsied, classified in eight species: four oceanic species - two Puffinus puffinus, one Macronectis giganteus, one Thalassarche melanophris, one Calonectris sp. and four coastal species - one Fregata magnificens, two Sula leucogaster, one Phalacrocorax brasilianus and one Rynchops niger. A total of seven animals were stranded alive and three were found dead; four animals were male and six were female; six were juveniles and four were mature. The nutritional condition was cachectic in four animals, poor in five and fair in one. Gout was associated with cachectic condition (P = 0.044) and autumn stranding (P = 0.030) (in comparison with summer stranding).

The main clinical sign in alive animals was dehydration (7/7; 100%). The treatment consisted of standard support including fluid therapy and temperature stabilization; in addition, vitamins, amino acids, minerals (Aminomix®1), and antibiotics (sulfonamide or enrofloxacin) were given, but the animals died between 1 and 13 days after rehabilitation entrance.

The main macroscopic findings varied, and gout was considered the ultimate cause of death in three cases. In the remaining cases, the main lesion associated with death was trauma (n = 2), infectious enteritis (n = 2), systemic infection (n = 1), myocardial necrosis (n = 1) and cachexia syndrome (n = 1). Despite
the cause of death, in seven cases the macroscopic findings included enlarged and diffusely whitish kidneys (Figure 1A). In all cases the microscopic findings comprised mild to severe multifocal weakly eosinophilic and radiating structures replacing the renal parenchyma surrounded by necrosis and histiocytic infiltrate (gouty tophi) [Figure 1B]. The gouty tophi were predominantly limited to the kidneys (n = 8), and also observed in multiple organs, including liver, spleen, lung, epicardium and kidney in two cases, indicating severe visceral gout. Additionally, mild to moderate number of parasite trematodes (eggs and mature stages) (n = 2) or protozoal megaloschizonts (n = 1) were observed in the lumen of the renal collecting ducts.

**DISCUSSION**

The ten cases described above constitute a rare report of visceral gout in free-living and in rehabilitation seabirds and contributes towards understanding the dispersion and pathogeny of gout in stranded oceanic and coastal species off southern Brazil. This is the first report of the disease in seven species off Brazil, except for *Puffinus puffinus* [12]. The *Fregata magnifiscens*, *Sula leucogaster* and *Phalacrocorax brasilianus* are usually observed in foraging or breeding areas in the Paraná coast [14], but *Macronectis giganteus*, *P. puffinus*, *Thalassarche melanophris*, *Calonecris* sp. and Rynchops niger are migratory and transboundary species that inhabit pelagic and coastal areas (IUCN red list, 2019-2). The most cases of gout in the fall is probably due to the migratory seasonality of the registered species [15].
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**Figure 1.** Visceral gout in a male *Puffinus puffinus*. A- Enlarged and diffusely whitish kidneys associated with the presence of urate crystals. B- Photomicrograph of a section of kidney, showing autolytic changes as well as urate crystals surrounded by necrosis and histiocytic cells. [HE; Obj.400x. Bar= 50 µm].

The results observed here are both consistent and divergent with previous reports of visceral gout in seabirds and other wild and captive birds (e.g. poultry) [3,17,26,29,30,34,35,42]. Although scarce, similar prevalence of gout was observed among free-ranging birds, including 3.2% observed in different species of seabirds (this study), 1.2% in *Puffinus puffinus* [12], 1.7% in raptors [28], 0.4% in *Phasianus colchicus* [6], and 4.7% affecting captive/companion birds [30], but it was considered lower when compared to 21.5% and 23.3% affecting captive/broilers [36,39]. The difference observed may be influenced by the population analysed (individual x grouped broilers), but also by the gout pathogeny and environmental conditions, including husbandry issues as behavioral, physiological and genetic traits among taxa that may predispose captive birds to diseases [2,10].

Despite the differences cited above, it is well established that visceral gout in birds typically arises from an increase in uric-acid production and/or decreased excretion, leading to hyperuricemia and, with the continuity of this condition, crystal deposition in various tissues [22,38]. A wide range of causes was associated with visceral urate deposition in birds, including nutritional disorders (imbalance of protein intake [16], vitamin A deficiency [38] and excess of calcium intake [16,32]), dehydration [1,21,38], infectious diseases resulting in renal lesions such as cryptosporidiosis [7], nephropathogenic infectious bronchitis [43], chicken astrovirus [3], avian nephritis virus [37] and fowl adenovirus [24], renal neoplasms [26] or ingestion of nephrotoxic substances as oosporein mycotoxin [33], sodium bicarbonate [11], diclofenac [18,19,44] and allopurinol [23].
Among the possible causes of gout, dehydration was observed in all gout-affected animals stranded alive, a change usually observed in debilitated/stranded animals [1] that probably has contributed to the disease. Additionally, the poor/cachectic condition noticed in the majority of seabirds indicates a nutritional disorder, also a cause promoting visceral gout. The catabolism of skeletal muscle is a mechanism for energy supply and consequently increasing uric acid production. In humans, hyperuricemia was associated with emaciation in patients with chronic heart failure [8]. However, gout prevalence was not evaluated in these cases. In an effort to improve the nutritional status, one animal (Fregata magnificens) received an overdose of nutritional supplementation. This may have contributed substantially to hyperuricemia and consequent deposition of urate crystals in the kidneys, liver surface and pericardium [16,38].

The possible causes of gout observed here encompass dehydration, nutritional and metabolic imbalance. Furthermore, chronic accumulation of nephrotoxic substances [31], genetic factors as seen in humans [9], and infectious diseases could also have contributed to gout occurrence.

The macroscopic and microscopical findings observed are consistent to visceral gout in birds, reptiles and mammals, characterized by deposition of urates crystals in the pericardium, kidney, liver, spleen, lung, joints and subcutaneous tissue [25]. Birds are predisposed to the condition because they lack the uricase enzyme, thus excreting nitrogenous wastes as uric acid [38]. Visceral gout with deposits of urate crystals on multiple organs, synovial membranes, with no inflammatory reaction is the result of a severe acute condition, leading to high mortality [17,38]. In the present study, the accumulation of urate crystals was predominantly limited to the kidneys (n = 8), and associated with inflammatory infiltrate, suggesting a chronic process.

Visceral gout is a complex, multifactorial disease affecting both free-living and rehabilitated/captive seabirds with a mild frequency. The changes are characterized as a chronic condition predominantly limited to the kidney. Nutritional and/or metabolic causes were present in most cases, but trophic imbalances, environmental degradation, and emerging or re-emerging infectious diseases cannot be ruled out. Therefore, further investigation of the incidences, other possible causes, frequency and consequences for coastal and oceanic species is crucial, and particularly for the migratory species assessed here. Such findings are required to understand ecological dynamics and as a precursor to addressing conservation actions to protect animal health and associated habitats.
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